Hobart 25 Oct 1871
Sunday night

Dear Ted,

I have been down to the Pocks to tea with Biggie. He made the promise last week. It is only since I have seen these that I found quite a tribe of small children that I knew nothing of. It is odd to see the different ancestral ties now strong, but in these children—some

some uncommon features—

and one so quite good looking looking after Mary. Dora. Some of the small girls are present. Good to hear

Mr. Watts to send Dora to Gauland to cultivate an altruistic talent. I think he'd better keep her at home—unless indeed the

D. Pock's people would take
Some of her brilliant things that would be in the front line through course of filling in the latter, and heard a glorious letter about her cleverness, which seems to have been a great success.

What a splendid idea to take that from the middle and in the middle, it was just a dander. With those days of you, younger I read the chance.

We have two of your letters this week, one about the country, pulling at the other written just before leaving for this town.

It is a bet the weather has been laced, but I hope that in the whole you are tolerated with Britain, a great work is being expected, to sketches. With your opinion of Americans as equal to those of great, great English, and it takes that the Americans you social are only 25 or 20 like Americans.
Unfortunately I have been away ill from the College for 3 weeks. Everything coming with the new strain. Miss Hodgson has had influenza. She has been away a fortnight. Mrs. Hodgson has also been away from the office for a couple of weeks. She has had hold of all the Hodgson’s family and given them a great time.

The Agricultural Show at Yea was held last week. It was a beautiful day and there was a big crowd. The greatest exhibit was the Holley Shear Shaving Machine. It is wonderful quick. Of course it takes a man to hold the shears. A man can shear a sheep in a couple of minutes, which is the principle of the new line clipping affair. It is worked by steam.
I wouldn't interest you to tell you about the show. The rich people knew who would interest you much were the Headlums. Mr. Reach & a few more were there. Also Frank H. I saw him in town with Katie. Riordan, and I hear that affair is on again. She is looking prettier than ever though pale. Fonda, looking. I'll tell you that Bell Friday engagement with that shady girl is broken off. I wrote to the relief of our family of pleasure to tell them: Mrs. the girl. They have behaved abominably. He is gradually recovering strength. I also saw at the show Clara H. [Family?或其他?] Meredith. The Meredithes have lost by the Rush Flood. It is said, have...
In difficulties, I shall have to
make some arrangements
I told Roth to go, but to build
into previously impossible things. It would be better
to turn up, that are free,
domination being a fundamental
drawn his neck for years.
The result of all things, beg
premise, having removed.

I have been that they first
made a living of all their
right work for interest to
the Bank. In fact, they
have been going below bread.
It would be much better to
do a small business with
absolutely anything. A small
profit. I fear there will be
a lot of families. I think
he bought an action against

Poor paralyzed J. P. Pease
for his conduct as a director
of the Bank. He had been
the acting president. I think
we ought to be able to help him
through. The poor fellow is
half respectable. It was a
shame to have allowed him
to continue as a director.
While in that condition

That Mondague has taken
his children from the house
they regarded it as too poor
and if there I was very fond
of them. He seems to have
been his father, because they
made him pay for them.

Marcell Crawford offered to
take the wife of Henry Headley
would take Claude. His
Headley is refused. Without
the "head" he made a great mistake,
3. Though Harry has a poet’s hard struggle for a headstrong
the child’s keep would have
been very well in the country,
he would have been a godsend
to them both, especially Fancy.
I think perhaps Harry feels too
much arctic commercial
principle. It is possible,
however, that the noisy, noisy
skare Claude. Let diamond
write to him about it.
At any rate Claude erahed
Robert has more worries. He
has found out that his trusted
Clark Thomas has been enkyzyly.
Cause is gambling at cards.
Rumble, please to make a man
of someone keeping the way of
children. Mother says she
will have to give up the office
of take charge at home. Robert
is, however, fairly well.
George . He had been slightly wounded. The doctor seems to have been incompetent, but when George awoke he found George had made good progress in his treatment. He had produced an improvement. But if George had gone over to the town for another day or two he would have died. Unless the Dornsea doctor kept giving him opiates, which did him great harm. Both the Mont Pitch and the doctor were down there—also Miss Ada Whicker.

The little Ned this is fairly well. Sends her dear love. Mind what she says about seeing her distant relatives, as far as we can judge you have done very well, he goes to Paris. Mind you take care of yourself. He doesn't quite like your being away from her. God bless you, dear. Yrs RWT.